
Prolog Programming Contest: 27 August, 2013, Istanbul, Turkey

Submitting is done by putting your (presumed) solution on a USB-thingie, not hidden in
a subdirectory. The name of the file that contains your submitted solution must be the
same as given between brackets in the header of the problem: so, for the first problem, you
make a file named icecream.pl. If we can’t read your stick/file, bad luck to you.
The input to your program is always in the form of one or more arguments to the predicate
you must write.
The number of correct submission (the last submitted correct one for a particular problem)
is used as the first ranking criterium. Incorrect submissions cost nothing; still, you might
be mentioned in the award speech if you exaggerate. For each correct submission, the time
it took to submit it (starting from some arbitrary time point) is added up: this total is
used as a tie breaker in case teams end up with the same number of correct solutions. If
that doesn’t break all ties, the organisers can use any other criterium like performance,
space usage, coin tossing ...
Efficiency of your programs is not important, but if your program fails to finish in a
reasonable time, it is considered incorrect.
Do not start predicate names with iclp13 or test - do not use the dynamic
database or other equally yuckie built-in features!

1 Icecream (icecream.pl)

Everyone likes icecream and at least one correct solution, so here is your chance to quickly
wip up an icecream drawing program .... Write the predicate icecream/1 so that the result
of the queries below is shown on the screen: the | symbolize the left side of the screen, but

| ?- icecream(4). | ?- icecream(5). | ?- icecream(6).

| | |

| () | () | ()

| (()) | (()) | (())

| (( )) | (( )) | (( ))

| (( )) | (( )) | (( ))

| /\/\/\/\/\ | (( )) | (( ))

| \ / | /\/\/\/\/\/\ | (( ))

| \ / | \ / | /\/\/\/\/\/\/\

| \ / | \ / | \ /

| \ / | \ / | \ /

| \/ | \ / | \ /

| | \ / | \ /

| | \/ | \ /

| | | \ /

| | | \/

the number of spaces at the left of the icecream is not important (still, be reasonable):
the icecream just needs to look good. You may be sure that icecream/1 is not called with
an argument smaller than 4: such icecreams are not worth the effort. But we might want
very big icecreams, so make sure your complexity is cool !
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2 Queens (queens.pl)

No contest should be without a queens-problem, and you know already about the N-queens
problem1. What is less well known is that the N-queens problem is actually the N-evil-
queens problem: all N queens are evil, because they tend to attack - or at least threaten -
all cells in the same row, column and diagonal wise. However, there are also nice queens
who threaten no cell, besides the one they are on: you can’t have two queens on the same
cell, not even two nice ones. Of course, evil queens threaten evil and nice queens alike: it’s
in there genes.
You can imagine that there must be an N-evil-or-nice-queens problem then.
In a solution to the naive N-evil-or-nice-queens problem, there are a number of nice queens,
a number of evil queens, no-one threatens anyone, and the total number of queens is
maximal ...
Ah, you saw it already: the naive N-evil-or-nice-queens problem is totally non-interesting,
because clearly, a configuration with on each cell a nice queen, is the only solution. It has
N2 nice queens, but the balance between niceness and evilness is nowhere.
In the balanced N-evil-or-nice-queens problem2, we want the number of evil queens to differ
from the number of nice queens by at most one, no-one can attack anyone, and the total
number of queens must be maximal.
A little thought - and considering N = 1..3 as special cases - shows that there is a solution
for all N > 0, but what is the maximum number of queens for a given N ? That’s what
you must answer.
Write a predicate evil and nice/3 whose first argument is the given size N of the board,
and whose

• second argument is a list of positions of evil queens

• third argument is a list of positions of nice queens

are to be computed. A position on the board is represented by a term, e.g., pos(3,4) for
... well you know. The indices go from 1 to the given N.
The call ?- evil and nice(N,Evil,Nice). should have one answer only, and it must be such
that there is a maximal amount of queens placed correctly to solve the N-evil-or-nice-queens
problem. For instance:

?- evil_and_nice(3,Evil,Nice).

Nice = [pos(2,3),pos(3,2)]

Evil = [pos(1,1)]

?- evil_and_nice(4,Evil,Nice).

Nice = [pos(3,1),pos(4,1),pos(4,3)]

Evil = [pos(1,2),pos(2,4)]

?- evil_and_nice(5,Evil,Nice).

Nice = [pos(4,2),pos(5,2),pos(5,4)]

Evil = [pos(1,1),pos(2,3),pos(3,5)]

1If you don’t, you have skipped too many Prolog classes - maybe you should consider yourself disqualified
2We drop the adjective balanced later on
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Below is a picture of that last solution for N=5.

You see that the 5-evil-or-nice-queens problem has a solution with 6 queens and that’s
indeed maximal ... the 10-evil-or-nice-queens problem has a solution with 14 queens!
Whether that’s maximal, we’ll tell you some other time.
The order of positions in your solutions does not matter, neither does it matter which
correct solution you submit.

3 Arithmetic (arit.pl)

An arithmetic tree ... you know what that is, something like

6 8 2 2

+ x

−

You also know how to evaluate that, right ? If not, try until you get 10.
The arithmetic tree you will get does not contain operators, i.e. the tree looks like

6 8 2 2

? ?

?

and what you get is the shape of the tree (it’s not always balanced as in the examples, but
it is binary) and the values (integers) at the leaves. You also get a multiset of operators,
and you are to place them in the tree so that you get the maximal value possible. So, for
instance for the tree above, if you got {×,×,+}, the maximum would be 192. You get just
enough operators for the given tree.
Write a predicate maxval/3 with

• argument 1: given; the tree without operators, in the form tree(tree(6,8),tree(2,2))

• argument 2: given; a list of operators, e.g. [mult, mult, plus]
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• argument 3: output; you compute it so that it is the maximal value attainable with
the given tree and operators; use each given operator in exactly one position

The possible operators are plus, min, mult, with their usual interpretation. So,

?- maxval(tree(tree(6,8),tree(2,2)), [mult, mult, plus], Max).

Max = 192

?- maxval(tree(tree(6,8),tree(2,2)), [mult, min, plus], Max).

Max = 48

4 The Domain Problem (domain.pl)

A CSP consists of a set V of variables Xi, a domain D for the variables, and a set C of
constraints between (or relations on) the variables. The usual task is then to find a solution
of the CSP, i.e. to find values vi from D which when assigned to Xi satisfy the constraints
- there might be more than one solution. Here we are concerned with a slightly different
problem: given V and C, determine a minimal domain D such that the CSP has exactly
one solution. Some examples:

?- domain([X,Y],[X+Y = 2],[-1006,1006],Domain).

Domain = [1,1]

?- domain([X,Y],[X+Y = 0, X*Y = -1, X > 0],[-500,500],Domain).

Domain = [-1,1]

?- domain([X,Y],[X+Y=1],[-1000,1000],Domain).

No % because no domain has a unique solution

?- domain([X,Y],[X*Y = 3, X > 1, Y > 1],[-1000,1000],Domain).

No % because there is no solution for any domain

?- domain([X,Y],[X-Y=0],[-2020,-20],Domain).

Domain = [-666,-666] % just one of the many correct answers

Note that a domain is always a set of consecutive integers (no holes). And we want it to
be minimal in the sense that it should not be possible to remove the upper or lower bound
from the domain without violating one of the requirements.
The input to domain/4 consists of a list of (distinct) Prolog variables, and a list of con-
straints between these variables. The third argument is the range in which you are asked
to find the solution: its size will not exceed 2013, and it need not be symmetric around
zero. The fourth argument is always free at calling domain/4. This argument should be
unified with a minimal domain that gives a unique solution, in the form of a list [min,max]
where min is the minimal element in the domain, and max is the maximal element in the
domain.
You may bind the other arguments, but we’ll not look at those bindings.
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The constraints can be of the form

• V ar + V ar = Integer

• V ar − V ar = Integer

• V ar ∗ V ar = Integer

• V ar > Integer

• V ar < Integer

The Integers might be outside the interval given in the third argument.
This might look like a problem you want to use some CLP-library for: you are free to do
so. Still, a solution in pure Prolog has a higher value.

5 Travelling together (travel.pl)

Friends like to travel together, or at least spend time together during their journeys when
they happen to stay overnight in the same town. To make that happen takes quite some
planning, as the starting points of their journeys can be different, and so can their desti-
nations, and even the lenghts of their journeys. Lucky enough, they start their journeys
all on the same day. Everyone involved travels according to following rules:

• a one-day leg of a journey starts in a town and ends in another one: but not every
town is in a one day trip reach from every other town - you will be told what is
possible

• the whole journey (from start to destination) must be completed in the smallest
possible number of days

For each friend, those rules can still leave some choice, as different routes from starting
point to destination might need the same minimal number of days. So the friends use that
choice to optimize the total pleasure they get from their journeys: a joint day trip travelling
together from one town to another gives pleasure. It is also possible that they meet (in
the evening) in a town, and then they spend the night together: that gives pleasure as
well, but not as much as travelling together. They can also meet on a road (travelling in
opposite directions), but that is worthless, as the only thing they can do is wave at each
other as they pass by.
We could now give you enough facts so that you can compute the journeys each traveller
could make, but it is boring to write your nth all-shortest-paths program, so instead, you
get for each traveller their possible journeys. E.g. the list

[journey(bozo,[heverlee, bertem, tervuren]),

journey(bozo,[heverlee, korbeekdijle, tervuren]),

journey(dork,[hammemille, korbeekdijle, tervuren, sterrebeek]),

journey(dork,[hammemille, overijse, tervuren, sterrebeek])]
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represents the fact that bozo can travel in 2 legs from heverlee to tervuren according either
of the two plans, while dork can travel from hammemille to sterrebeek in 3 legs. Such a
list is the first argument of the predicate maximalpleasure/4 you must write. The other
arguments will become clear in the example below.
Write a predicate that can be called as for instance

?- maximalpleasure([journey(bozo,[heverlee, bertem, tervuren]),

journey(bozo,[heverlee, korbeekdijle, tervuren]),

journey(dork,[hammemille, korbeekdijle, tervuren, sterrebeek]),

journey(dork,[hammemille, overijse, tervuren, sterrebeek])],

10,3,P).

that returns in P the maximal pleasure they can get out of the journey. 10 is the pleasure
derived from travelling together one leg of the journey. 3 is the pleasure derived from
meeting in town. Don’t forget that when people travel together (or meet), each of them
gets that same pleasure, and it all adds up ! So for the example above, the maximal
pleasure is 32: they travel together from korbeekdijle to tervuren (totalling 20), and they
spend 2 nights together (one in korbeekdijle and one in tervuren, totalling 12).
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